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526 West 22nd Street, Chelsea
Through June 28

Ken Price, who died in 2012 at the age of 77, did not go
quietly. Exhibitions of his large painted bronze sculptures
in two Matthew Marks Gallery spaces on West 22nd Street
show him pushing his work into new territory to the end.
A third show of seven pieces from his small, roughsurfaced “Specimen Rocks” series of 1983-84 verifies
that forward motion was his normal mode, fueled by a
profound understanding of clay and its history, formal
possibilities and inherent sexiness.
The large bronze sculptures, which were initially
modeled in clay, might be taken as Price’s response to
the Light and Space movement of Los Angeles, where
he began his career. Visually and suggestively, they are

Smith, Roberta. “Ken Price.” The New York Times, June 13, 2014, p. C28.

wild aggregates of two or more sausage or bean shapes
coiled together. They bring to mind things like food,
bodily organs, oddly-fingered hands, excrement and even
blissfully spooning couples.
These forms have glowing, seemingly monochrome
surfaces that are actually alive with fugitive, chameleon
hues. The colors slip and slide — a little like the forms
themselves — as you move about them: purples and reds
float up from blues or greens, and reds from bronze. The
dips between the rounded forms do their own thing with
light and shadow, adding to the sense of color as a living
thing.
Isolated in Price’s signature wood and glass boxes, the
“Specimen Rocks” mimic geological samples, presenting
irregular amalgams of smooth and rough, bright and
earthen, iridescent and matte. They acknowledge clay’s
origin in the earth, but also sometimes harbor odd
geometric forms that add to the tension between natural
and artificial. It is almost as if the larger pieces next door
were germinating inside these, struggling to get out.
The “Specimen Rocks” have not been seen in this
number in New York in decades. Price may be gone, but
there remains much to discover about his amazing, everchanging continuity.

Smith, Roberta. “Ken Price.” The New York Times, June 13, 2014, p. C28.
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AN ICONIC KEN PRICE SCULPTURE finds its way into a pool in his 1968 collage Floating Turtle Cup;
sketched onto a found photograph of a naked woman wearing a tiara, it seems to be swimming by her,
trailing in its wake a scribbled note: SEE IF TURTLE CUPS WILL FLOAT? SHOTS IN POOL—. A kindred
ceramic vessel makes an appearance in the drawing Sea Turtle Cup from the following year, wherePrice’s
experiment in animating his sculptures deepens: See if cups will become turtles? Oblivious to us, and to the
enormous cup with handle protruding out of its shell, a turtle glides orthogonally by in a graphite ocean,
white circles bubbling up from the mug as if the creature is breathing through it. The question of what is
natural pervades Price’s work—from his first animal earthenware, to the ambiguously biomorphic sculptures
that defined the bulk of his career, to the eerie landscapes that dominate his later drawings. In its unsettling
beauty, Price’s oeuvre recalls Ralph Waldo Emerson’s famous declaration that art itself is a kind of sublimation of the natural world. “Thus is Art a nature passed through the alembic of man,” Emerson wrote in his
1836 meditation “Nature”; and thus is art passed through the vessel of reptile, sometimes holding tequila.

Peiffer, Prudence. “Ken Price.” Artforum 52, no. 2, October 2013, p. 285.

Price, who died in February after five prolific decades sculpting clay, was an artist’s artist, always a little
under the radar and a little off the grid, whether working in Los Angeles or New Mexico. From the start of
his career, prominent critics followed his ceramics with enthusiasm—Red, 1961, even graced the cover of
Artforum in 1963—and as recently as 2006, he enjoyed a major drawing show at Matthew Marks Gallery in
New York. Still, Price was hardly a household name.
But he was suddenly everywhere this past summer in New York. A blazing heat wave was the perfect backdrop for the oozing, igneous shimmer of Price’s compact sculpture retrospective at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (the artist’s friend architect Frank Gehry designed the beautiful show, curated by Stephanie
Barron, which traveled from the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and the Nasher Sculpture Center,
Dallas); the puckish menagerie of ectotherms, both sculpted and drawn, in “Ken Price: Zoo” at the Franklin Parrasch Gallery (which exhibited Price regularly through the 1990s); and the desert vistas and scenes
of spewing lava downtown at “Ken Price: Slow and Steady Wins the Race, Works on Paper 1962–2010,” the
first survey of Price’s drawings, organized by the Drawing Center(curated by Douglas Dreishpoon of the
Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo). Exhibiting Price’s personal taxonomies of the physical world across
varied stages of his career and different modes of production, all three shows produced that most Emersonian of reactions: delight.
The messy, annotated energy of Price’s initial sketches—most depicting extant or forthcoming ceramics—
suggests a fervent, even scientific curiosity about every warty bulge and sensual orifice of his sculptures.
Drawings activated these specimens into breathing, mating beings: deputies (here is Emerson again) of the
world. Beginning in the ’80s, Price’s sculptures seem crafted in reverse, as if approaching a state of natural
formation: Imagine minerals burnished for millennia discovered one day while walking the dog (Big Load,
1988), or geological samples extracted from planets where exotic atmospheres catalyze delirious textures
and colors, such as Bub, 2010.
If these later sculptures introduce us to appealing alien surfaces, Price’s drawings from this same period
engage in an uncanny intimacy with the landscape around us. The breakdown in metaphor instigated by
the ceramics—where a piece is described as like five things, precisely because it is like nothing—becomes, in
the drawings, a radical versatility. The efficient graphic crispness of his late acrylic and inks, given their own
gallery in the Drawing Center’s thoughtful hanging, renders a mountain the same as a wave; the whirling
vortices in the center of The Hermit’s Cave and The Bottomless Pit from 2008 are simultaneously opening
and closing. Both are evocative of the disembodied void of Emerson’s “transparent eyeball,” and here we are
not really so far from the scenery of British Enlightenment painter Joseph Wright of Derby, by way of The
Simpsons.
Shades of environmental noir were everywhere at the Drawing Center. And when Price introduces not only
a touch of pop Americana but a sense of unease, of landscape as compromised or even hostile, he creates
a true kind of American sublime. In Taos Talking Picture, 2000, identical cars park at a drive-in theater
under a roiling sunset blotted by dark clouds. On the screen, a reclining Gauguinesque woman looks warily
over a bare shoulder while tufted plants stretch toward the horizon as a hundred small fires. (Think Georgia

Peiffer, Prudence. “Ken Price.” Artforum 52, no. 2, October 2013, p. 285.

O’Keeffe on acid, or Cormac McCarthy with a sense of humor.) LA is a decorative screen in the windows
of Price’s blank interiors from the early ’90s, and as a backdrop for the Hockneyesque bathroom scene in
illustrations commissioned by environmentalist poet Harvey Mudd. In Dangerously Clean Water, 1993, it’s
the factory that’s threatened by its setting. And in the Talisman to Avert Falling/Crashing drawings from
1997, buses plunge off hairpin cliffs and giant skeletons loom over cars already smashed at the bottom of
mountain passes. Price updates transcendentalism for a postnature ecology: With the worst right in front of
us, we can carry on with the unknown.
A wonderful detail from the earliest work at the Drawing Center, the ten-foot scroll K. P.’s Journey to the
East, 1962, has Ken Price-san (the suffix a Japanese honorific allowing for a mischievous play on the art/
artisan division between sculpture and pottery) hoping to uncover the poet Basho’s wisdom inscribed on a
garden stone, but “unfortunately a turtle was sitting on the poem during Price-san’s visit.” One definition of
the sublime posits that what we seek is already in our presence.
“Ken Price: Slow and Steady Wins the Race, Works on Paper 1962–2010” is currently on view (through Jan.
19, 2014) at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo; travels to Harwood Museum of Art, Taos, NM, Feb.
22–May 4, 2014.
Prudence Peiffer is a senior editor of Artforum.
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Ken Price: Sculptures, Metropolitan Museum, New York; Works on
Paper, Drawing Center, New York – review
by Ariella Budick| August 15, 2013

Ken Price’s ‘Zizi’ (2011)

Contemporary art rarely broadcasts its virtuosity as proudly, or as subtly, as Ken Price’s ceramics do in
the Metropolitan Museum’s loving retrospective. His odd, biomorphic shapes are thrillingly executed and
bewitchingly mysterious. They could be solid blobs or hollow vessels, squishy life forms or carapaces for
mutant creatures hidden inside. They ooze organic vitality.
The glowing, sensual surfaces of Price’s sculptures wrap around an assortment of tumescent nodules and
crack open in suggestive fissures. An agglomeration of swelling sausage shapes could be a pile of stray penises or a tower of turds. A purplish blob parts its prickly surface to reveal an aperture of shiny geometric
planes. It’s almost impossible to resist touching these ceramic monsters, to see whether a black hole is just a
shallow depression or a dark passage to the form’s interior.
Many of Price’s bulbous forms hint at some sort of order within; others seem to have insides that are
unruly if not downright dangerous. A monumental, nose-like lump gapes open and its single nostril flares
into an orifice with a slopping red tongue. Ungainly tentacles poke through the fractured shells of eggshaped orbs. Price acknowledged how disturbing these tiny sculptures can be. “People would come and
tell me that they were both repulsed and fascinated, like looking at a bad automobile accident or something.”
This dynamic of attraction and disgust may be one reason Price’s work has lingered so long in the shadows. When he died last year at 77, his name was all but unknown except to a small circle of friends. One
of them, the architect Frank Gehry, collaborated with him in designing this exhibition, which started its
Budick, Ariella, “Ken Price: Sculptures, Metropolitan Museum, New York; Works on Paper, Drawing Center, New York.”
Financial Times, August 13, 2013.

odyssey at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art before alighting at the Met. “I can’t imagine living in
a place without a Ken Price,” Gehry writes touchingly in the catalogue. For now, New Yorkers are getting
a double dose: in addition to the Met’s show, the Drawing Center has mounted a concurrent study of his
works on paper, Ken Price: Slow and Steady Wins the Race.
A Californian ceramicist, Price had to overcome two kinds of prejudice to break into an art world centred
on more macho genres and headquartered in New York. He never did get comfortable, caught as he was in
a category clash between art, craft and architecture. It’s a set of contradictions he himself nurtured, especially during the period he focused on making countless versions of the potter’s humble vessel: the cup. In
the end – which is where the Met show begins, since it narrates Price’s story in reverse chronological order
– he gravitated to the aesthetic object, useless, beautiful and pure.
Born in Los Angeles and raised in the semi-wilds of the Pacific Palisades, Price pledged himself to jazz,
surfing and creativity. He toyed with cartooning and animation, and his work, even much later, gave off
whiffs of R. Crumb and Philip Guston. In graduate school in 1957, he came under the sway of Peter
Voulkos, who was then a high priest in the cult of clay as art. Voulkos worked in a direct, spontaneous,
expressionist style and Price became a disciple.
But by the early 1960s, needing to unshackle himself from Voulkos’ influence, Price shrank his scale from
intimidating to intimate. He began a series of small, delicate cups that still discharge sparks of enchantment. Some he assembled out of tiny clay bricks, as in a child’s bright building toy. Others evoke his boyhood in the California hills, with frogs, turtles or snails clinging to their walls and branches curling into
handles. The so-called “slate cups”, precarious stacks of rough-edged clay slabs, threaten at every moment
to slide apart. Their horizontality and earthiness evoke the broad valleys and flat mesas of Taos, New
Mexico, where Price moved with his family in the 1970s.
The cup was a way for Price to negotiate the straits between art and craft. “The cup essentially presents a
set of formal restrictions – sort of a preordained structure,” he said. “It doesn’t have to be about anything
other than itself, but it can be used as a vehicle for ideas.” Price’s enthusiasm for the form was also driven
by its usefulness as a conveyer of tequila. When he dried out in the 1980s, he abandoned the cup, but he
didn’t leave behind its essential nature as a form that could double as a container. This preoccupation with
lucid emptiness would reign over his remaining decades. His later sculptures grew in scale and wallowed in
comic grotesquery, but he always remained fixed on the eloquent void.
Price’s obsession with enclosing space in idiosyncratic ways helps explain Gehry’s enduring fandom. The
architect was so intrigued with the hidden recesses of “100% Pure”, a blobular sculpture in his own collection, that he subjected it to computer imaging. What the virtual X-ray revealed was a baroque structure of
overlapping curves, caves and passages that harmonise intriguingly with Gehry’s flamboyant interiors.
Like an architect, Price made elaborate drawings to help himself think. He also sketched regularly, for pleasure and sanity. The Met has gathered a small sampling of these less formal works, but the Drawing Center
exhibition shows off the full scope of his draughtsmanship, and the joy he found in putting brush to paper.
“For real pleasure, I’d like to draw all day and listen to jazz,” he said. “My happiest day is when I have no
business, visitors or phone and can draw.” And yet the drawings, like the sculptures, use seductive, friendly
colours and cartoony shapes to convey a world beset by volcanoes, storms and environmental catastrophe.
Price had a taste for wrapping dark obsessions in affable packages, which is what makes his work so unsettlingly pleasant to behold.
Budick, Ariella, “Ken Price: Sculptures, Metropolitan Museum, New York; Works on Paper, Drawing Center, New York.”
Financial Times, August 13, 2013.
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“Ken Price: Slow and Steady Wins the Race, Works on Paper, 1962–2010.” The New Yorker, August 12 & 19, 2013, pp. 20, 22.
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“Rob Pruitt’s Art Awards 2013: Artist of the Year Nominees and Museum Solo Show of the Year Nominees.”
Art in America, December 2013, pp. 104, 114.
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Ken Price’s voluptuous works seduce in LACMA retrospective
by Christopher Knight

Ken Price is one of the great American sculptors of the last half-century. Emblematic of his achievement is a brilliantly nuanced, multi-layered sculpture near the start of the exquisite retrospective of
his career, now in members’ previews and opening Sunday at the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art.
Made last year, the voluptuous linear form reclines horizontally like a Moorish odalisque by Matisse
or a sybaritic bather in one of Ingres’ Turkish harem paintings. The iridescent, silvery green surface
is as richly patterned as a Persian rug or a Moroccan screen, flecked with prismatic specks of color
ranging from hot pink to icy blue.
Unlike those vaunted predecessors, though, Price’s lounging sculpture is wholly abstract. Rather than
a figure, it’s a collection of extruded and intertwined sausage-shapes.
Almost comic in form and feeling — the ensemble looks something like the Oscar Mayer Wienermobile crossed with a banana split from the local Dairy Queen — it seems to lovingly wrap its
nominal limbs around itself. The torso is propped up in a languorous stretch, twisting high into
space as if to sniff the surrounding air.
Just as the sexy sculpture is turning into a charmingly romantic farce, a chill wind blows through.
The recumbent form suddenly recalls a Mesoamerican chacmool, a reclining stone figure whose
Knight, Christopher. “Ken Price’s Voluptuous Works Seduce in LACMA Retrospective.” Los Angeles Times, September 13, 2012.

carved head is turned abruptly to the side, elbows resting on the ground and powerful feet drawn up
to the buttocks. A chacmool’s belly is thought to have been a repository for ritual offerings — including bloody human hearts — in ancient Toltec, Mayan and Aztec societies.
Luxury, sex, comedy, death, the roller-coaster ride through such a cosmic range in a single painted
sculpture is a boggling feat of artistic legerdemain. “Zizi,” as the insouciant 2011 work is titled, isn’t
the only such seductive piece in the large exhibition, which includes 117 sculptures and 11 small
paintings on paper. They turn up just about everywhere you look.
“Zizi” is among the artist’s final works — Price died in February at 77 — but the sculpture is
placed in the first room. Curator Stephanie Barron has installed the show in reverse chronology. It
starts in the present and works backward — from the voluptuous works begun in the 1990s through
the architectural objects of the ‘80s and ‘70s, the elaborate cabinet installations of the early 1970s,
the brightly colored “eggs” of the ‘60s, which balance precariously on the narrow end of the ovoid
form, and more.
The reverse format is unusual for a retrospective but serves an effective purpose here. Price’s materials, glazed or painted clay, virtually demand it.
Observers who would never think to limit Richard Serra by describing him as a steel sculptor, or
Martin Puryear as a wood sculptor or George Segal as a plaster sculptor, will still casually identify
Price as a ceramic sculptor.
If the show opened with the big covered jars and diminutive cups from the start of his career, however eccentric, the lingering cultural prejudice against clay as a hobby-craft material unsuitable for
major art would be nearly impossible to subvert.
Price did distinguish between craft and art, but it’s important to note that he respected them both.
“A craftsman knows what he’s going to make and an artist doesn’t know what he’s going to make,” he
once said, “or what the finished product is going to look like.”
“Happy’s Curios” (1972-1977), a large series of brightly decorated cups, plates, bowls, pitchers and
jars displayed in elaborate cupboards, is a witty homage to the Mexican souvenir pottery industry,
lavished with loving care. Price was an artist, and craft was a primary subject of his technically skillful art.
Though it’s virtually never acknowledged, Price’s art is partly important because it is painted clay,
not in spite of it. So it was for sculptor Peter Voulkos, his mentor at the old Los Angeles County
Art Institute (later Otis). Beginning in 1955, Price studied with Voulkos for three years.
Immediate artistic inspiration came in part from Modern ceramics made by such European masters
as Picasso and Miró. But the decade following the apocalyptic global ruin of World War II was also
characterized by a widespread return to artistic visions connected to prehistory. Coming to grips
with the wartime horror of industrial mass-society’s collapse into unspeakable barbarism seemed
possible only by starting over from scratch.
That cardinal view was manifest in the elemental markings of Abstract Expressionist art. Yet, what
could be more artistically primordial than dirt and water mixed into mud and tempered by fire?
Knight, Christopher. “Ken Price’s Voluptuous Works Seduce in LACMA Retrospective.” Los Angeles Times, September 13, 2012.

Ceramic vessels, which turn up at the start of nearly every ancient civilization, were a fitting vehicle
for Voulkos and, soon after, Price. Los Angeles, home since the 1930s to scores of pottery businesses large and small, was an ideal place for it.
A new city pushed into high gear by the war and its aftermath, L.A. was also blissfully without history’s ponderous, imaginatively constricting weight. At the movie-mad edge of the American continent, far from the neo-Bostonian cultural pretensions of San Francisco, starting from scratch was
practically a given. Price, born in West Hollywood in 1935, grew up in Santa Monica and Pacific
Palisades. He ran with it.
Price’s work is emphatically hybrid. It took up arms against the conformist 1960s demand for art’s
formal purity, epitomized by critic Clement Greenberg posthumously stripping the paint off metal
sculptures by the late, great David Smith. With Price’s colored pots, sculpture fuses with painting,
never to be torn asunder.
His painted sculptures also play against period-type. Price was busy cooking pottery in an oldfashioned kiln while heavy industrial materials (iron, steel, glass, plastics) were everywhere in ‘60s art.
In a sly maneuver, he sometimes switched from traditional glaze to bright automotive paint — Earl
Scheib unleashed in the artist’s studio.
Painting and sculpture had gotten very large, but his work stayed small, sometimes as small as a hippie tea cup, carried across a box of sand on a clay turtle’s back. Pots operate at the scale of the hand,
and Price magnified the sensual power of that built-in intimacy. Ear, nose and throat shapes abound,
along with the occasional bellybutton and anus.
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Sculptor Ken Price captured from all angles for LACMA retrospective
by Jori Finkel

When L.A. photographer Fredrik Nilsen traveled to Taos to visit Ken Price last September, a few
months before the artist died of throat and tongue cancer, he did not know what to expect.
Although Nilsen had traveled within New Mexico a bit before, he had never spent time in Taos, let
alone on the dramatic 7,500-foot-high mesa where Price had a home and studio with 360-degree
views. He had never met the ceramic artist, who first came to fame through the Ferus Gallery in L.A.
in the 1960s before moving with his wife, Happy, to New Mexico. And he had not seen pictures of
his studio.
“It was incredible — there were boxes of clay, piles of gloves, stacks of sandpaper and dozens of
works in progress,” Nilsen said. “I walked in and practically had to sit down. It felt to me like it
must have felt walking into a Renaissance master’s studio.”
Price, then 76, was weak enough that he did not want to be photographed straight-on, so Nilsen
asked for his permission to shoot him from behind watching baseball on TV, a habit of the artist
while working. They talked about the Dodgers. Because it was hard for Price to speak, their conversations were brief.
But by that time Nilsen was already getting to know Price in another way. A photographer known
for his work with art and artists like Mike Kelley, Nilsen had spent much of 2011 crisscrossing
Finkel, Jori. “Sculptor Ken Price Captured from All Angles for LACMA Retrospective.” Los Angeles Times, September 7, 2012.

the country to document dozens of Price’s sculptures for the catalog accompanying the artist’s big
retrospective, which opens at LACMA on Sept. 16. (The show later travels to the Nasher Sculpture
Center in Dallas and the Metropolitan Museum in New York.)
Along with shoots at LACMA, Nilsen also visited various storage facilities and back rooms at
SFMOMA, the Whitney Museum and Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Albright-Knox
in Buffalo, N.Y., and the Smithsonian American Art Museum in D.C. And he entered the homes of
private collectors on both coasts. In the end, he photographed all but two of the 93 sculptures in the
show. In those cases, he sent off a style sheet with instructions to guide the photographer who did
the shoot.
The result is an exhibition catalog full of large, brilliantly detailed images that reflect the full range
of Price’s boldly colored ceramics: from the rough-hewn surfaces of his late ‘50s and ‘60s pieces
to his slicker geometric volumes of the ‘80s to his celebrated recent work: voluptuous and playful
biomorphic forms on which he layered different colors of acrylic paint so that sanding creates a
mottled, multi-hued effect.
Nilsen describes these later works, often called “blobs” by the most articulate of art critics, as
animalistic in their energy. “It’s hard not to anthropomorphize them — they seem like sea creatures
or some sort of sci-fi entities.” And catalog readers will have the chance to see some of these beings
reproduced not just from one but multiple angles.
The show’s curator, Stephanie Barron, accompanied Nilsen and his assistant on almost all of the
shoots, suggesting different angles and approaches. She also brought this sort of attention, even
devotion, to other aspects of the show, creating what she calls “a dream team” to work on a project
that had an added urgency and intensity because of Price’s illness.
Early on Barron asked architect Frank Gehry, an old friend of Price, to collaborate by doing the
exhibition design. (A basic goal: to make sure Price’s sculptures, many of which are small enough to
fit on a bookshelf, do not get dwarfed by the cavernous space of LACMA’s Resnick Pavilion.) For
book design Barron turned to Lorraine Wild, a leading designer, who in turn thought of Nilsen for
the photography.
“I’ve done a lot of books in more than 35 years as a curator, and I’ve never had the luxury of approaching [art]works the way we did for this catalog,” said Barron, who noted that LACMA received
an “early and significant” grant from the Shifting Foundation for the book’s production. “Being able
to get one photographer to shoot everything is very rare.”
It also gave Barron the chance to look at the works in a focused, uninterrupted way and time to
think about exhibition display. She remembers being struck by some sculptural details, like how the
“windows” of some of Price’s more architectural pieces relate to the Taos pueblos. Also, she said, “it
was about halfway through the photo shoots that I had an epiphany that the way to present the show
was in reverse chronological order.”
This decision to lead with the new and end with the old, in exhibition and catalog layout alike, appealed to the artist, she said, for obvious reasons: “Any artist doing a retrospective is most interested
in their recent work and least interested in their old work.”
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But it also makes sense in terms of building an audience for Price’s life’s work. Starting with recent
works in clay, which were shown to great acclaim by L.A. Louver and Matthew Marks galleries and
are widely appreciated as sculpture, offers a way to shed new light on his early series of “cups,”
“eggs” and more traditional-seeming or craft-based ceramic vessels.
For her part, Wild had a rather radical idea for the book design: What if she reproduced all art
objects (whether in full or in detail) at actual size? “I’m really interested in what I would call almost
a forensic approach to documenting art in books because of the fact that books are the printed record and fixed,” she said, describing how you can’t always judge the true color or scale of an artwork
reproduced on a computer screen. “It’s a secret campaign to make sure the book stays valuable, addressing the very place where books can do what other media can’t.”
According to Wild, Price wasn’t sold on the idea because it would make the book too large, so she
ended up not going that route. But notions of scale did help to shape her design, which Price had
the chance to review (along with the exhibition checklist and display mock-ups) before he died. And
the book does have a visual timeline in back that reproduces works at relative scale.
As for Nilsen, he said the photography was full of logistical challenges, like how to set up a makeshift photo studio in a collector’s bedroom. “We used the bed as a staging table — a place for our
tools and cases,” he said.
But the biggest challenge by far was lighting. “I knew from the start it shouldn’t be dramatic lighting. Most work of his I had seen photographed had that noir, product-like look to it. I wanted to
make the work look like it’s in a room with a giant, very diffused skylight, so it feels more organic,”
he said.
The trick was that several of Price’s works are shiny, so that Nilsen’s own light sources would get reflected back at him. “The dark, round, glossy ceramic pieces were by far the hardest,” he said. “They
act like mirrors.”
He called “Avocado Mountain,” a mossy green vessel from 1959 with a craggy, Japanese-inspired
surface, “one of the most difficult pieces I’ve ever shot.” “There was so much glare it would obliterate all the details.” His solution was to stage a few different lighting setups, positioning black or gray
cards to reduce reflection. He later worked up these different shots in postproduction, essentially
creating a composite image.
But Nilsen wasn’t especially interested in discussing the technical details of his shoots. He preferred
to talk about the power and apparent ease of Price’s art.
Artist Robert Irwin once described the happy coincidence of form and color in Price’s sculptures
this way: “You had the feeling that if you cut that thing in half, it would be that color all the way
through. The color was so right, so tuned to the shape, and so informative of the shape that to me,
there was real brilliance in it.”
Nilsen talked about this phenomenon in terms of “fluidity,” mentioning Price’s years as a surfer and
the wave shapes visible in some of his works. “There’s a real fluidity not just in his forms, but in the
way the paint is layered, distressed, removed. I see life in it — microbial life and all this energy,” he
said. “The more I looked at his work, the more I saw the flow of water.”
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Ken Price, whose small, worldly, exquisitely
finished abstract sculptures in glazed or painted clay
exploded the distinction between art and craft and
established him as one of the outstanding artists of
postwar America, died on Friday at his home in Arroyo
Hondo, N.M., outside Taos. He was 77.
His family said that the cause was cancer, which
was first diagnosed in 2008.
Mr. Price belonged to a talent-rich generation of
artists who emerged across the United States in the
late 1950s and ’60s, responding to the innovations
of Abstract Expressionism with innovations of their
own. Until the last decade of his life, when he started
working larger, his compressed, bravura objects
rarely measured more than 10 or 20 inches on a side.
Their forms oscillated between the biomorphic and
the geometric, the geological and the architectural.
They reveled in synthetic color, unusual textures and
carefully calibrated erotic innuendo. And they fit in at
several points across the fertile landscape of American
art of the last 50 or more years.
With artists like Billy Al Bengston, Robert Irwin,
Ed Ruscha, Larry Bell and Craig Kauffman, Mr.
Price was a progenitor of the Finish Fetish school of
meticulous object-making that did so much to establish
Los Angeles as an art capital. With artists from both
coasts, including John Chamberlain, Donald Judd,
John McCracken and Dan Flavin, he helped to usher

vibrant color irrevocably into modern sculpture, often with
the help of automobile lacquer and enamel.
But Mr. Price’s greatest achievement may have been to
help foment a revolution in ceramics that was in many ways
the true genesis of the Southern California art scene. Allied
with the ceramic sculptors Peter Voulkos, who was briefly
his teacher, and John Mason, he insisted on ceramics as
high art — an argument that Mr. Price, a man of few but
well-chosen words, left to his sculptures to articulate.
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Mr. Price enjoyed sustained critical success, but his
penchant for working small and his allegiance to clay
sometimes obscured his originality. It became almost
reflexive for critics and curators to write that his art
was paradoxically celebrated yet underappreciated.
In 2007, the American critic Dave Hickey called Mr.
Price “the Glenn Gould of object-makers,” comparing
him to the pianist as someone who was “predisposed
to step away from the spotlight, similarly driven by
meticulous eccentricities and beguiled, as Gould was,
by the full, intimate grandeur of his practice.”
Only one museum survey of his work was held
during Mr. Price’s lifetime — organized at the Menil
Collection in Houston in 1992. A 50-year retrospective
is to open at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in
September and travel to the Nasher Sculpture Center
in Dallas and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York in 2013.
After his first three exhibitions in 1960, 1961 and
1964 at the legendary Ferus Gallery, the epicenter of
Los Angeles cool, a succession of unusually loyal art
galleries kept his work in sight with frequent shows,
especially the James Corcoran Gallery and L.A. Louver
in Los Angeles and the Willard, Franklin Parrasch and
Matthew Marks galleries in New York.
If small, his works were still bold in every other
way: color, internal scale, visceral effect and associative
richness. Even their smallness exuded a nervy, Davidagainst-Goliath confidence. Mr. Price liked to quote the
artist Joseph Cornell, whose small boxed assemblages
he admired: “Tiny is the last refuge of the enormous.”
Mr. Price first became known in the early 1960s for
his so-called Eggs, intensely colored ovoids punctuated
with small openings from which slimy-looking forms
might protrude, suggesting fingers, phalluses, worms
or perhaps entrails. At once beautiful and disturbing,
abstract and overly specific, these objects were
sometimes presented on pedestals that placed them,
rather imperiously, at eye level, calling attention to
their every shift in color, texture and shape, inside and
out.
His subsequent efforts were stylistically diverse, but
he rarely strayed far from the tensions he had achieved
in his Eggs, between dazzling exteriors and mysterious
interiors, foreshadowed by openings that could appear

either soft and vaguely sexual or severely geometric,
with the implied monumentality of the entrance to a
Mayan temple.
As Mr. Price’s work evolved, he managed to
synthesize, in series of works, from just about every
20th-century art style and several corners of popular
culture, especially Surrealism but also Russian
Constructivism, Japanese prints and Mexican tourist
wares. The sculptures of Constantin Brancusi were
particularly influential. Other inspirations included
natural crystals, the jagged forms of the American
Southwest and the coastline of Massachusetts, where
he lived during the 1980s.
In his most extended series, he created numerous
variations on the common tea cup. The earliest
had snails for handles; the later ones, glazed with
glossy primary colors, suggested abstract Bauhaus
architecture. His first solo show in New York, at the
Whitney Museum of American Art in 1969, consisted
entirely of cups.
His svelte yet pneumatic forms could suggest
cartoonish hands, abbreviated Loch Ness monsters or
salacious tongues. Others conjured up jellyfish or rogue
ocean waves, which Mr. Price, a surfer, knew well. He
named one such piece “Pacific.” The announcement
card for his 1961 show at Ferus featured a photograph
of him on a surfboard, his arms extended exultantly
skyward.
The critic Lucy R. Lippard identified Mr. Price
as “something of a Surrealist, something of a
purist, something of an expressionist, something
of a naturalist.” Mr. Price himself remarked on the
associational richness in his work in a letter to a
friend in 1959. Referring to one of his mound-shaped
sculptures — which preceded the Eggs and would form
his 1960 Ferus debut — he wrote that making it kindled
“fond memories of mountain peaks, breasts, eggs,
worms, worm trails, the damp undersides of things,
intestines, veins and the like.”
Kenneth Martin Price was born on Feb. 16, 1935,
in West Hollywood in Los Angeles, the only child of
Kenneth Albert Price and the former Joan Agnes Collins
and the son and grandson of inventors. A grandfather
had invented headlights, among other things, and his
father had helped develop the Popsicle and double
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Popsicle for the Good Humor Ice Cream Company in
the 1930s.
“I remember the garage at our house being full of
Popsicle molds and all kinds of interesting stuff,” Mr.
Price recalled in a 2008 interview.
He grew up near the beach in Santa Monica and
Pacific Palisades, where his parents designed and built
a house. He surfed almost every day from the age of
15 to 30, briefly studied the trumpet with Chet Baker
and thought of himself as an artist from an early age.
He recalled that nature and Mexican folk pottery were
central, early visual experiences, and once said that
his idea of a perfect day was one spent drawing while
listening to jazz.
While still in high school he took classes in
cartooning and life drawing at the Chouinard Art
Institute and later enrolled at Santa Monica City
College. He enjoyed his first ceramics course there so
much that he began taking classes at colleges and art
schools all over Los Angeles.
By the time he earned his bachelor degree in fine
arts from the University of Southern California in 1956,
he was aware of Voulkos, who was applying the scale
and gestural freedom of Abstract Expressionism to
large clay forms. Voulkos’s conviction that ceramics
was a full-blown art was a galvanizing antidote to
what Mr. Price called the “crafts-dogma hell” he had
encountered in other schools.
Along with Mr. Mason, he pursued graduate study
with Voulkos at the Los Angeles County Institute of Art
(now the Otis College of Art and Design) for about a
year. But finding Voulkos’s influence oppressive after
a while, he attended the New York State College of
Ceramics at Alfred University in western New York
— famous for its traditional studio ceramics program
— where he completed a two-year master’s program
in one.
Back in Los Angeles, immersing himself in its
burgeoning art scene, Mr. Price joined a kind of boys
club of artists that included Mr. Bengston, Mr. Ruscha,
Mr. Bell, John Altoon and Ed Kienholz and that used
the Ferus Gallery as its base. He also drew inspiration
from surveys of European modernism that featured
the work of Hans Arp and Joan Miro, and from the
Pasadena Museum of Art’s 1963 retrospective of the

work of Marcel Duchamp, whose smaller sculptures
often exerted an ambiguous sexual charge. In 1962, he
spent six months traveling in Japan, visiting potteries
and master potters, enthralled by a country where, he
observed, “everyone uses a handmade teacup if they
can afford it.”
In 1968, Mr. Price married Happy Ward, who
survives him, along with three children, all of whom
work for him in some capacity: two step-daughters,
Romy Colonius and Sydney McDonnell; a son, Jackson
Price, and nine grandchildren. The family moved to
Taos, in 1971, first into a vacation home that he owned
with Mr. Bell and eventually into the house and studio
in Arroyo Hondo, which he and his wife designed.
Rather than ignore the protocols of craft, as
Voulkos tended to, Mr. Price made its intimations of
control, patience and obsession implicit in his work.
Especially after the mid-1980s, it sometimes seemed
that each new series introduced a new way of applying
and showcasing color. He began painting his forms
with scores of thin layers of bright acrylic paint that he
then sanded down in patches, revealing multiple hues.
Undulant surfaces treated this way suggested roughhewn stones or meteors from a Technicolor world. On
smoother forms the process could yield tiny pore-like
starbursts of contrasting colors, to startlingly skin-like
effect.
In his last years Mr. Price turned to making larger
but still eminently blobby, loquacious pieces in bronze,
continuing the process of layering color and sanding.
He also continued to resist explaining his work’s
meaning. As he said in a talk delivered at the Chinati
Foundation in Marfa, Tex., in 2005, “My primary
satisfaction comes from making the work, and my idea
of success is getting it to look right.”
“I can’t prove my art’s any good,” he added, “or that
it means what I say it means. And nothing I say can
improve the way it looks.”
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One of America’s greatest sculptors died today in New Mexico.
Ken Price made dazzlingly colored visionary clay constructions,
planar extensions of Cubism as complex and concentrated as
Picasso’s absinthe cup, mineral-mini-worlds with reptilian skins
and black-holes, and super-color-saturated sexual drawings. His
large scale phosphorescently flecked mounds with their flickering bird-of-paradise surfaces look like living hallucinations.
All of these are among the most densely sensuous and inspired
sculptural works ever produced in this country. Price said
“every aspect of the physical work should be brought to full
resolution.” That is exactly the optical intensity Price achieved
over 50 years of brilliance.
Price was consistently championed by a hardcore group of
artists, critics, and art-dealers who unabashedly loved and supported his work. He was regularly collected, was on the cover
of Artforum at the age of 28, and had had a solo show at the
Whitney Museum by the time he was 34. Yet, in his lifetime,
he was perhaps the least known first-rate American genius alive.
Maybe it was because he spent his entire career in California
and New Mexico. More likely is that he worked in clay, and
clay doesn’t cut it as “major art” in most people’s minds — unless of course its Duchamp’s urinal or Méret Oppenheim’s furlined tea-cup — and then no one mentions that these works are
ceramics.
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Fortunately, the Los Angeles Museum of Art will mount a
full-scale Price survey this coming September, and the show
will travel to the Met the following year. I’m thrilled, though it
makes me wonder why it won’t be at MoMA or the Whitney,
which ought to have been paying attention.
For me, Price’s organically shaped large hollow hillocks of
curvy clay are a complex combination of sexual, sensual, and excremental. His objects are otherworldly silicon-based life forms,
unclassifiable as art, form, or ideas. They send me. They have
the presence of those magnificent Mesopotamian wall reliefs
of gods and kings, except that they’re rendered into abstract
bulbous three-dimensional Möbius bulges of walk-around,
floor-bound sculpture. Or maybe Neolithic stones reshaped
and placed in a time machine set to the 25th century. Think
of one of Calder’s fabulous standing painted planar arching
shapes that sit like spaceships on floors; fill in all the space and
connect every part of the form with every other part of it, then
inject helium inside, place it in a cosmic spray-paint booth, and
cover it with luminescent color flecks that make it look like a
million-eyed being from another dimension. These are some of
Ken Price’s ideas of sculpture.
He must have seen even the three dimensions of Cubism as being too limiting or flat, and so, like Donald Judd, began building shapes that tried to elaborate the inside of things. Price explored the myth of sculptural emptiness and tried to show how
the an object has other surfaces beyond its outer skin — below,
in-between, within every pucker of color, in every nook and
cranny of every crack and crevice. Yet Price’s feel for density
makes his objects seem to emit compact force fields of binding
energy. His sculptures in the shapes of cups and pitchers have
the implied metaphysical sense that if you poured liquid into
one of the holes it would vaporize or come out on Mars or the
Ganges. I feel the self at play in the fields of bliss.
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